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OUTSTANDING SOUND MIXING FOR A COMEDY OR
DRAMA SERIES (ONE HOUR)
ONNALEE BLANK, CAS, RE-RECORDING MIXER
MATHEW WATERS, CAS, RE-RECORDING MIXER
RICHARD DYER, PRODUCTION MIXER
RONAN HILL, CAS, PRODUCTION MIXER

“BEYOND THE WALL”

OUTSTANDING SOUND MIXING FOR A COMEDY OR
DRAMA SERIES (HALF-HOUR) AND ANIMATION
TODD BECKETT, RE-RECORDING MIXER
ELMO PONSDOMENECH, RE-RECORDING MIXER
BENJAMIN PATRICK, CAS, PRODUCTION MIXER

“CHAPTER SEVEN: LOUD, FAST AND KEEP GOING”

FOR YOUR EMMY

®

OUTSTANDING SOUND MIXING FOR A NONFICTION PROGRAM
(SINGLE OR MULTI-CAMERA)
CHRISTOPHER JENKINS, RE-RECORDING MIXER
GABRIEL ANDY GINER, PRODUCTION MIXER

“EPISODE 1”

OUTSTANDING SOUND MIXING FOR A VARIETY SERIES OR SPECIAL
STEVE WATSON, PRODUCTION MIXER
CHARLIE JONES, MUSIC MIXER
PATRICK SMITH, MUSIC MIXER
STEVE LETTIE, FOH MIXER
ANTHONY LALUMIA, MONITOR MIXER
JASON DYER SAINSBURY, PRO TOOLS MUSIC MIXER
MAX PEREZ, PRO TOOLS MIXER

“EPISODE 421”

OUTSTANDING SOUND MIXING FOR A COMEDY OR
DRAMA SERIES (ONE HOUR)
ANDY KING, RE-RECORDING MIXER
KEITH ROGERS, RE-RECORDING MIXER
GEOFFREY PATTERSON, PRODUCTION MIXER

“AKANE NO MAI”

OUTSTANDING SOUND MIXING FOR A LIMITED SERIES OR MOVIE
TOM FLEISCHMAN, CAS, RE-RECORDING MIXER
HENRY EMBRY, CAS, PRODUCTION MIXER
GEORGE LARA, FOLEY MIXER

CONSIDERATION
OUTSTANDING SOUND MIXING FOR A COMEDY OR
DRAMA SERIES (HALF-HOUR) AND ANIMATION

®

TODD BECKETT, RE-RECORDING MIXER
ELMO PONSDOMENECH, RE-RECORDING MIXER
BEN PATRICK, CAS, PRODUCTION MIXER

“FIFTY-ONE PERCENT”

CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR EMMY NOMINEES
®

©2018 Home Box Office, Inc. All rights reserved. HBO® and related channels and service marks are the property of Home Box Office, Inc.

THE PRESIDENT’S LETTER

It gives me great joy as the president of an
organization as exemplary as the CAS to see the
organic growth that happens as time passes. Our
society going from strength to strength.
We are so proud of the success of our first couple
films of the CAS Summer Screening Series: Being
There and The Matrix. The next in the series will be
announced shortly. We hope these events will
continue in popularity and will enhance our annual
membership benefits.
We have also seen the first New York educational
event on April 14 as CAS co-hosted over 150 people
at the School for the Visual Arts Amphitheatre for a
Wiring for Sound clinic. An inspiring hands-on event where the
breakout sessions saw groups wiring up each other under the watchful
guidance of many outstanding professional production mixers who had
given their time on a Saturday afternoon.
We rounded off the New York weekend with an East Coast mixer. It
is wonderful to be able to engage with members in different locations
and get a feeling for the issues they are experiencing and what we can do
to provide support.
There has been much discussion within the Board (and I’m sure
outside the Board) about what can be done to share our on-the-job
experiences with a wider audience. We are searching to enable younger
generations to benefit from our day-to-day trials, tribulations, and tales
of times past.
I am proud to say that Board member Peter Devlin CAS decided it was
time to get this ball rolling and we now have our first In Conversation
podcast on the CAS website for all to hear. Peter sat with fellow
production sound mixers William Kaplan and David Macmillan CAS,
discussing their history and adventures in our industry. This is a must
listen!!!
Looking forward, I am thrilled to announce next year’s CAS Awards
will take place on Feb. 16, 2019, at the new location of the
InterContinental Los Angeles Downtown Hotel. We have had a busy
couple of months redefining many of the rules and guidelines around
the CAS Award submission and nomination processes to align with
changes we are seeing in the industry. These are all on the CAS website,
along with the timeline for submissions and the rest of the award dates.
I am already looking forward to seeing you at the awards!

Mark Ulano CAS
President

CINEMA AUDIO SOCIETY
MISSION STATEMENT

To educate and inform the general public
and the motion picture and television
industry that effective sound is achieved
by a creative, artistic and technical
blending of diverse sound elements. To
provide the motion picture and television
industry with a progressive society of
master craftsmen specialized in the art of
creative cinematic sound recording. To
advance the specialized field of cinematic
sound recording by exchange of ideas,
methods, and information. To advance
the art of auditory appreciation, and to
philanthropically support those causes
dedicated to the sense of hearing. To
institute and maintain high standards of
conduct and craftsmanship among our
members. To aid the motion picture and
television industry in the selection and
training of qualified personnel in the
unique field of cinematic sound recording.
To achieve for our members deserved
recognition as major contributors to the
field of motion picture and television
entertainment.

CAS SUMMER 2018
NEW MEMBERS
Active
Nick Baldock
Todd Beckett
Vincent Caro
Glen Gauthier
Mike Mirkiw
Elmo Ponsdomenech
Michael Semanick
Russell White

Associate
Duane Wise
Zhe Zai

Student
Michael Britt
Woo Yung Cho
Hsiao-Chu Lin
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EMMY NOMINATIONS
®

INCLUDING

OUTSTANDING SOUND EDITING
FOR A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES (ONE HOUR)

BRADLEY NORTH, CRAIG HENIGHAN, TIFFANY S. GRIFFITH, JORDAN B. WILBY,
DAVID WERNTZ, ANTONY ZELLER, DAVID KLOTZ, ZANE BRUCE, LINDSAY PEPPER

OUTSTANDING SOUND MIXING
FOR A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES (ONE HOUR)

JOE BARNETT, ADAM JENKINS, MICHAEL P. CLARK, CAS, BILL HIGLEY, CAS

FROM THE EDITORS...

Hello everyone! We hope you’re enjoying your
summer and have the opportunity to attend some of the
events the CAS offers, such as our Summer Screening
Series. Or, perhaps you were able to participate in the
CAS Wiring Clinic that was held in NYC. In this issue,
Chris Newman CAS provides a recap of this successful
collaboration between the CAS, Gotham Sound, and the
School of Visual Arts. We have some interesting tech
insight as well, starting with an article by Karol Urban
CAS MPSE on the development and functionality of
the bespoke Fox ADR Console. Michael “Koffy” Koff
CAS shares his problem-solving process and final
production sound workflow for the recording of the
new Marvel Comics film, Venom. Devendra Cleary CAS
takes the Audio Ltd. A10 for a test run to create a wireless boom. Matt
Foglia CAS explores some of his results when importing Premiere AAFs
and OMFs into Pro Tools. CAS Past President Edward Moskowitz urges
us to be cognizant of our ears and what lifestyle choices we make that may
affect our hearing while current CAS Vice President Phillip W. Palmer
encourages us to support our organization by volunteering. Jay Rose CAS
provides some insight into the “Yanny/Laurel” audio internet sensation.
Finally, David Bondelevitch CAS MPSE reports in from Cine Gear Expo
and InfoComm. And as always, read about what your colleagues are up to
in the “Been There Done That” section and see some of their photos in
their “Lighter Side” submissions.
The CAS Quarterly is produced as a service to our members and relies on
their voluntary nature. If you are interested in contributing an article—let
us know! Additionally, we greatly appreciate, and want, your feedback and
suggestions—so send them in! Email us at CASQuarterly
@CinemaAudioSociety.org. Remember, our sponsors are professionals
like you who understand the business and the needs of our industry. We
encourage your commitment to them.

Matt Foglia CAS

Karol Urban CAS MPSE
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WYLIE STATEMAN CO-SUPERVISING SOUND EDITOR, ERIC HOEHN CO-SUPERVISING SOUND EDITOR,
HARRY COHEN SOUND EFFECTS DESIGNER, GREGG SWIATLOWSKI DIALOGUE EDITOR,
HECTOR C. GIKA SOUND EDITOR, LEO MARCIL SOUND EDITOR,
SYLVAIN LASSEUR SOUND EDITOR, JACKIE ZHOU SOUND EDITOR,
TOM KRAMER MUSIC EDITOR

7

EMMY NOMINATIONS
®

INCLUDING

OUTSTANDING TELEVISION MOVIE
OUTSTANDING SOUND EDITING FOR A LIMITED SERIES, MOVIE OR SPECIAL
KENNY CLARK SOUND SUPERVISOR/SOUND EFFECTS EDITOR
MICHAEL MAROUSSAS DIALOGUE EDITOR , DARIO SWADE FOLEY EDITOR
RICKY BUTT FOLEY ARTIST, OLIVER FERRIS FOLEY ARTIST

Discover Cinema Audio Society’s
new podcast series

In Conversation
Moderated by Peter Devlin CAS
Episode One: Production Sound Mixers William Kaplan and David Macmillan CAS
http://CinemaAudioSociety.org/podcasts/

Cinema Audio Society Timeline for
55th CAS Awards has been announced
The CAS Awards recognize Outstanding Sound Mixing in film and television,
as well as Outstanding Products for production and post production.
Recipients for the CAS Career Achievement Award and CAS Filmmaker
Award will be announced later in the year. The CAS is pleased to announce a
change in venue to the InterContinental Los Angeles Downtown.
“We are delighted to be moving to the new InterContinental on Wilshire
Boulevard—the tallest building west of Chicago. We love hosting our event
in Downtown Los Angeles and as our awards turnout has gotten larger every
year, this new hotel gives the CAS a luxurious venue with plenty of room for
growth,” said CAS President Mark Ulano.
The timeline is as follows:
Entry Submission Form available online on the CAS website at
www.CinemaAudioSociety.org Thursday, October 11, 2018
Entry Submissions due online by 5 PM PST, Thursday, November 15, 2018
Outstanding Product Entry Submissions due online
by 5 PM PST, Friday, December 7, 2018
Nomination Ballot Voting begins online – Thursday, December 13, 2018
Nomination Ballot Voting ends online – 5 PM PST, Thursday, January 3, 2019
Final Nominees in each category announced Tuesday, January 8, 2019
Final Voting begins online – Thursday, January 24, 2019
Final Voting ends online – 5 PM PST, Wednesday, February 6, 2019
55th Annual CAS Awards will be held Saturday, February 16, 2019, InterContinental
Los Angeles Downtown – Wilshire Grand Ballroom, Los Angeles, California

Stay tuned for more of our

Cinema Audio Society
Summer Screening
Series

Further information and
updates will be sent via
email and posted on the
CAS website:
http://CinemaAudioSociety.org/
category/2018-screening-series/
The films selected for this series will
be iconic sound films. Each
screening will begin with a light
reception and will be followed by a
Q&A with special guests, including
key members of the sound team.
Past screenings have included
Being There on June 2 and a never
before seen or heard 4K Atmos mix
of The Matrix on July 14.

For CAS Awards Entry Rules and Promotional Regulations:
www.CinemaAudioSociety.org
C A S Q U A R T E R L Y    S U M M E R 2 0 1 8   
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A Message
from the Board

O

ne day, I happened to be working with a gentleman who was a current Board member of
the ASC and we started talking about our respective guilds. The conversation wrapped
around to his simple creed. He always tries to contribute to every organization of which
he is an active member. This quick interchange led to my first of many attempts to
join the Cinema Audio Society’s Board of Directors. It took several tries before I was elected to an
alternate position.
Our Board of Directors is comprised of some of the finest and most recognized individuals in our
field of film and television production. I remember my first Board meeting in a conference room
at Disney. Sitting around the table were Academy Award winners, Emmy winners, and CAS Career
Achievement recipients, each and every one I considered icons and leaders in our industry. All I
could think was, “What the heck am I doing here?” I decided that I would do what I always do with
something new: hide in the back, see what everyone else is doing, and fake it. As time went on, I got
the courage to speak up about a subject that I felt the Board needed to address, only to realize that
was how you become a chairperson for a committee. Speak up and want to make change. Thank you,
David Fluhr CAS, for teaching me this valuable lesson.
Even after my first term on the Board ended, I remained a committee chairperson. Many Board
meetings and several election cycles later, I find myself the Vice President of the Cinema Audio
Society.
I hope more of our membership takes an active role in CAS: attends Board meetings, runs for
positions on the Board of Directors, or chairs a committee. As an organization, we have never
been more active in our industry than now. We are offering more to students and their education,
creating new member benefits (such as our Summer Screening Series), and finding new ways to
recognize and honor our members.

Sincerely,

Phillip W. Palmer CAS

Vice President
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Yanny
or Laurel?
WHAT DO YOU HEAR?

by Karol Urban CAS MPSE

F

ew of us have likely escaped from the May 2018 Yanny/Laurel internet
phenomenon. Hordes of office workers, friends, and families have divided
themselves, scrutinizing their hearing, and that of their group after debating
which word is present in the infamous recording. But our very own Jay Rose
CAS heard more than “Yanny” or “Laurel.” He heard a possible conspiracy.
He determined through the use of spectrographs
that the recording contains partial characteristics of
both words in different frequencies—explaining how
reproduction and frequency sensitivity and bias can
cause a difference in how listeners interpret what they
are hearing.
But while the recording was reported to have originated
from an opera singer for Vocabulary.com, Rose
discovered that the combination of frequencies present
is not natural to what occurs in human speech.
The “frankensound,” as it has since been dubbed,
could therefore not have entirely been created by
a human. He has a few theories on the origin of
this divisive viral sensation and they are surprising.
His findings were even headlined on Buzzfeed on
May 27 (https://www.buzzfeed.com/virginiahughes
/yanny-laurel-audio-conspiracy-theory?utm_
term=.vdA2vleGz#.wx0JQK42g).
Learn more about Jay’s findings on his blog here:
http://www.jayrose.com/tutorial/laurel/
C A S Q U A R T E R L Y    S U M M E R 2 0 1 8
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The Fox ADR Console fashioned
within an SSL Duality.

The Fox ADR Console
by Karol Urban CAS MPSE

ADR mixing requires a considerable
amount of flexibility and responsiveness
from the hardware in a “live” situation,
all while negotiating the very delicate
environment of talent, producers,
directors, and sound supervisors, each
trying to achieve extremely specific
technical as well as creative goals. To
achieve the changing demands of the
project, it is not uncommon to have
to build and modify aux sends, split
outputs, and balance multiple mixes on
the fly. Standard mixing consoles are
configured to fit the bill, but require
knowledge of signal flow within the
room and facility, as well as functionality
of the specific board’s capabilities. It can
be cumbersome and time-consuming,
sometimes impossible, to find a way to
monitor and proof all the incarnations of
the mix that are requested.
14
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Creators Marc Gebauer and
Derek Casari on the Marge
Simpson Stage with their
Fox ADR Console.

However, on the Fox Studios lot in Century City, CA, the
talented engineers of 20th Century Fox Post addressed these
difficulties with a custom-built ADR mixing solution. It
makes the changing landscape of expectations and requests of
an ADR session incredibly streamlined, quick, and easy. “The
beauty of this panel is that, in today’s ADR environment,
clients all work differently and the panel definitely gives us the
flexibility to cater to each one,” explains David Betancourt,
an ADR mixer and operator of the Fox ADR Console. Since

synchronizer automating the process
of turning on and off monitor signal
paths inside a Yamaha DM2000 digital
console. Marc Gebauer, who would
later became the Chief Engineer on
the Fox ADR Console, recalls, “The
use of a stock digital console with
an architecture requiring the creation
of separate monitor mixes in control
surface layers for the actor, editor,
mixer, ISDN feed et al. made for a
very cumbersome system.” Ultimately,
it was concluded that conforming
the DM2000 to this purpose created
logistical and efficiency issues on
stage when quick solutions were of
paramount performance. Fox moved
on from the Yamaha-based solution
The AIP block diagram is an example configuration. The actual block diagram is
software configurable. The example appears to be hardwired but can be
and approached Euphonix to build a
reprogrammed per user requirements.
custom ADR console that would be a
complete standalone solution, but it
was found to be cost-prohibitive. Finally, the then-VP of
2011, this technology has served on such productions
Fox Engineering, Jeff Minnich, turned to Fox’s in-house
as Deadpool 1 & 2, the X-Men series, The Wolverine, Big
Hero 6, The Jungle Book, Logan, La La Land, Star Wars: The engineering team to create a custom solution.
This innovative desk, simply dubbed the Fox ADR
Force Awakens, Star Trek: Beyond, Hidden Figures, The Greatest
Console, is the brainchild of Marc Gebauer and Derek
Showman, Red Sparrow, Incredibles 2, and many, many others.
Casari. Marc and Derek tackled the task from two ends;
The project began in 2010 when Fox engineering realized
Marc would build and design the hardware and software
an aging console on the ADR stage was nearing its end of
while Derek ensured practical applicability in session
life. Multiple attempts to utilize a combination of off-theby steering the project design and architecture. Derek
shelf solutions were made, starting with a Soundmaster

The Marge Simpson ADR
record booth.
CAS QUARTERLY
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The Fox
ADR
Console
central
panel

explains, “The goal of the Fox ADR system was to achieve
a creative audio platform for the mixer with maximum
flexibility. In doing so, it advances the art and craft
of filmmaking because it does not encumber the ADR
mixer by having layers, fader banking, or menu paging
controls.” Marc knew from his early days on the scoring
stage that technology should never hinder the creative
process and should ultimately be transparent to the mixer.
Marc expands, “They should not have to lose sight of
their creative process in order to focus on the technical
operation.”
At first glance, the console appears to be a factory
extension of the SSL Duality which indeed is the main

fascia. In fact, when the external 5.1 send/return path
of the SSL is bypassed, the board can operate as a stock
SSL Duality post-mixing console. However, on closer
inspection, there is a custom center panel artfully crafted
by Fox’s in-house machinist Henry Tran. Tran even
painted the console with the same Pantone color used by
SSL. It is subtly branded in a far lower corner with a 20th
Century Fox logo. This visually harmonious center panel
is the Fox ADR Console.
Among its many features is the ability to assign six
custom mixes to six different destinations, as well as
monitor and mix in 5.1. The six most common destination
types are elegantly indicated on the far right: Foldback

Fox Film Corp., William Fox, and the studios have a long
legacy of creating solutions that benefit and enrich our industry. Here is a small list of the technologies for which
they are noted:
• Fox-Case optical sound (which became Fox Movietone)
• Nature Color (a two-color additive process built by
Wall Camera but supported by Fox)
• Grandeur widescreen process
• Stereo experiments in the late 1940s
• Eidophor projection television
• CinemaScope
• Magnetic-striped stereo sound on film
• “Miracle Mirror Screen”
• CinemaScope 55

16
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A display above the ADR panel shows the current signal flow.

The Pro Tools rig that records the takes also feeds stems to the
ADR panel.

1, Foldback 2, Editor, Actor, Stage, and Control Room.
Horizontally, the sources are displayed: Direct, Monitor,
Dialog, Music, Effect, Return 1, Return 2, Return 3,
Beeps, and Master. Each source has a digitally controlled
attenuator [no analog audio goes through the pot] that
controls the send level to each specific destination, while
simultaneously displaying that level in the lower right
OLED display. The console has a PFL function that
allows the mixer to monitor each sub-mix being sent, in
order to hear the mix that the target destination would
hear, e.g., actor, editor, et al. It also has four setups that
can be stored and recalled. Additionally, all talkback
sources can be easily isolated or combined to allow for
maximum discretion and communication.
“After my acclimation to ADR, I became aware that there
were three modes of operation in ADR, e.g., Rehearse/
Record/Playback. In each mode, the statuses of the
multiple monitor mix signal paths are preprogrammed to
turn ON or OFF depending on whether the system and its
Pro Tools recorder were Ahead/In/or Past [AIP] the record
event [the loop]. Also, in order to facilitate speed and
efficiency, all monitor mixes and their AIP states needed
to be present on the control surface for each of the three

A solid piece of 6061-T6 aluminum 17.5” x 19” x (.100). This
custom-machined, painted, and silk-screened faceplate is
mounted via standoffs to the main control board.

While the ease of session navigation is
of paramount importance, the integrity
of the signal is still essential. The Fox
ADR Console does all of this with
incredible fidelity. Casari expands,
“Because the Parallax microprocessor is
software/firmware programmable and
because of the custom electronics which
utilize MDACs for digital control of
analog signals, it achieves superior sonic
performance: 91.3 dB noise floor [down
from +4 dBu], +24.7 dB headroom
[from unity +4 dBu], 0.003% THD,
ADR modes of operation (Rehearse/Record/Playback),”
0.008% IM with no A\D, D\A conversion and all stem
explains Marc. The Fox ADR Console thus utilizes ADR
inputs, Dialogue, MX, FX are 5.1 wide. Digital control
“Ahead/In/Past” logic and has a flush mounted set of
provides the same precision as digital DSP systems but
switches connected to the Soundmaster ION interface
accomplishes the tasks in the analog domain.”
that allows enabling those modes. Additionally, there is
The patented technology (patent #9,094,742) has
a mono FX send that allows recorded lines to be easily
standalone capability and can be dropped into various
processed and returned (while retaining a dry record
configurations and used with virtually any console on the
within Pro Tools for the post mixer) to aid in the review
market. On the Marge Simpson Stage, the SSL Duality
of takes.
console was chosen specifically as the host board to the
ADR console. Marc explains, “[It]
had dedicated analog channel strips
for microphone (Talent)/line (ISDN)
inputs, along with its associated EQ,
Dynamics, fader, and track assignment
to Pro Tools. Additionally, the Duality
console provided, at the mixer’s
fingertips through an integrated
HUI, a means to adjust the levels
of individual playback tracks within
Pro Tools; handy for adjusting
balances of production Dialog,
Music, and Effects stem playback.
The Soundmaster synchronizer was
incorporated to manage the automating
of the ADR process, red light, mode
annunciators on the stage, and provide
the statuses for the ADR console. A
new Soundmaster ADR user interface
was created using their VIRPAD, our
aalto.fi/en/about/careers/jobs/
custom programming, and custom
panel switches, as opposed to using
their standard touchscreen interface.
Also, a repurposed guitar sampler was
added to the ADR console to expedite
feeding Talent with snippets of their
production dialogue and/or used for

Professor of
Film Sound Design

APPLY
NOW!

looping production background noise in
order to place the newly recorded dialogue
back in context to the production track.”
Marc summarizes, “The advantage that
this system has over others is that
it provides an extraordinary amount
of flexibility, combined with an easy,
intuitive control surface that makes it
the fastest and most accommodating for
client changes on the fly, of any system
that I am aware on the market today.”
The Fox ADR Console is the next
elegant solution in a rich lineage of
engineering innovation that has been employed at Fox.
Casari explains, “Much like our predecessors in the early
days of Fox, when something didn’t exist commercially, it
was built in-house. For example, engineer Theodore Case
and others. We believe the ADR console will be another
defining moment for the company, one we believe will
add to its storied history.” Marc confirms the sentiment.
“Undertaking this project has been a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity.
We were fortunate to1 have
been 9:05
hereAM when
Zaxcom_CAS-PSV_ZMT-QRX_HR.pdf
7/24/18

investment in R&D and a supportive management made
this a reality.”
The enthusiasm and hunger of these two gentlemen to
seek out practical solutions that facilitate a great record and
smooth session is the engineering magic of every mixer’s
dreams. We at the Cinema Audio Society congratulate and
commend these gentlemen on this incredible achievement,
which directly elevates the technical quality and creativity
of our craft. Thank you. •
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Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2018 AAF & OMF
by Matt Foglia CAS

BACK STORY…

Importing
Observations

I’ve had a long relationship with OMFs (later, AAFs) that began in the mid-1990s
when I started in post production at Sony Music Studios in NYC. We were one of
the beta testers for OMF Tool (remember that?)—a standalone application that
converted the exported “.OMF” file from Media Composer to a Pro Tools session
file. Unlike today, where public betas are the norm, back then, beta testing was
limited to a rather small number of folks. We’d use our dial-up modem to provide
feedback on the Digidesign BBS and see how other audio editors and mixers were
dealing with conversion issues. Digidesign would take that feedback, adjust the
code, and send us an updated version of OMF Tool.
Armed with an EDL and a batch of source tapes, I was a
pretty mean hand-conformer (even though Pro Tools had
the dreaded 12-hour session time limit). OMF, however,
often allowed us to eliminate the need to re-conform
because it included the sequence’s EDL info and access
to the media files—which were digitized as 16-bit, 48
kHz uncompressed files. While our billing department
may not have liked the technological advancement OMF
provided, our television clients with their faster and faster
turnaround times certainly did.
Back then, Media Composer was the only video workstation that could export an OMFI document because,
well, it was developed by Avid. Given Media Composer’s
prominence in the industry, other audio workstations
wanted to offer interchange capability. For example, I
recall beta testing a couple variations of an OMF Toollike application that converted files into something compatible with SSL’s ScreenSound. After a couple variations
yielding unstable results, I went back to hand-conforming
when working on ScreenSound and SSL’s interchange
development soon ceased. OMF interchange capabilities became a DAW necessity and, in my opinion, helped
secure Pro Tools as the most prominent audio platform.
Other non-linear video editing systems saw the attraction of being able to move files and sequences across platforms and began implementing OMF options into their
software. Most of these translations weren’t as smooth as
Media Composer’s and sometimes required third-party
applications to help bring across information. Even with
OMF’s successor, AAF, not being developed directly by
20
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Avid, translation of information from non-Avid NLEs to
DAWs can still be lacking.
Given the increased presence of Premiere in professional
facilities and educational institutions—and the chatter
about OMF and AAF transfer issues from audio folks
(including myself), I decided to put Premiere through
the paces and explore some of its export options and
import results in Pro Tools. Of note, I ran similar tests
using Adobe Audition, as is suggested as a workaround on
Adobe user’s groups, but results were similar.

THE SETUP…
In an effort to be able to identify drift, timing, and channel name/content inaccuracies, I created a 29.97 NDF
time-stamped four-channel poly WAV. Channel one was
a loop of me saying “one” on the second, every second
for two minutes (very exciting). I did the same for channels two through four (saying “two” or “three” or “four”
based on the channel). This way, I figured, if channel
paths were somehow swapped, I’d be able to easily identify them. The poly WAV had TC, scene, take, and channel
info. I also created a mono mix of the four channels with
the same TC and additional metadata (having it quasirepresent a production mix). These were 24-bit, 48 kHz.
Additionally, I added an interleaved WAV stereo music
track that was 16-bit, 48 kHz. The idea was that I could
see what happened to mono, stereo, and poly WAV files.
Metadata and file specs were verified in Sound Devices’
Wave Agent software.

An editor friend created a 29.97 NDF sequence in
Premiere 12.1.1 (Version 12 is also known as Premiere
Pro CC 2018), and added my audio files (referencing the source files) and a video file. The clip names
were: 1234_MonoMixdown_NDF (this is a mono file);
1234_LCRS_NDF (this is a four-channel poly WAV
file); and Music_AG_FirstDate_Rough (this is a stereo
interleaved music track that I should have named more
generically). The sequence length was about 2:30.
We performed a couple of edits, making their positions
easily identifiable by aligning the files to a 5- or 10-second interval (this would allow me to see if there was any
destination shift). We had versions with no volume or
clip gain adjustments, various levels of clip gain only,
volume adjusts only, and volume and clip gain adjusts.
*Disclaimer: Your results may be different based on the type of source
media being used, version of Premiere, how the Premiere sequence is
set up, and the length and density of the sequence.

EXPORT AND IMPORT
OBSERVATIONS…
Premiere allows you to
export a sequence as an
OMF or AAF. Going with
AAF, there are a couple
of options in the AAF
Export Settings box (see
Fig._01). For the first
export, I selected: Breakout
to Mono – Enable; Files –
Separate Audio (Embed is
the other option); Format
– Broadcast Wave; Render
– Copy Complete Audio
Files.
As you can see in
Fig._02, Premiere is generating new files with
interesting names. Based
on whether you check the
“Preserve Media Directory
Name” box, Premiere will
create folders named the

Fig._02: Rendering new media during export

same as the original media in Premiere—kind of like the
“Preserve Folder Hierarchy” option when doing a “Save
Copy In…” in Pro Tools.
In Fig._03, you can see two batches of the same media.
The files directly in the “AAF Media” folder were created
with that box unchecked while the files in the “Source
Audio” folder had the box checked (during a separate
export experiment). As you can guess, the original folder
the audio files were in was called “Source Audio.”
When I imported the AAF, I got the Session Note “Pro
Tools does not support import of AAF/OMF references
to multi-channel audio files.”

“

I went into this
looking to find a
way for all data
and metadata to
translate across,
including file
name, source TC,
destination TC,
channel info, scene,
and take numbers
as this is necessary
to create a dialogue
assembly.

”

Fig._01: Premiere AAF Export Settings options

Fig._03: Premiere Media Directory results
CAS QUARTERLY
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NAMES AND INFO…

I went into this looking to find a way for all data and
metadata to translate across, including file name, source
TC, destination TC, channel info, scene, and take numbers as this is necessary to create a dialogue assembly. I
exported the sequence as AAF and OMF referencing the
source files. Here’s what I experienced.

Fig._05: AAF import results with Mono Breakout

AAF – ENABLE MONO BREAKOUT: The AAF, on

the other hand, imported with the following things being
accurate: source TC, session TC, scene number, take
number (see Fig._05). Interestingly, the name of the
original file was replaced with the name of the video file,
but included the file comment from the first track only.
You can see the top blue track has the video track’s name
“Premiere_Test_Anim_Ref” but also includes what was
in the channel field of the metadata “CH1_MonoMix_
NDF.” For the poly WAV, all of the files retained the
comment info from the first track “CH1_Lav1_NDF”
instead of what their comments are in the original file
(CH2_Lav2_NDF, CH3_Lav3_NDF, etc.). The files
did retain the correct audio for their respective channel.
Fig._06: AAF import results without Mono Breakout

Fig._04: OMF import results

OMF: As you can see in Fig._04, exporting as an OMF

allowed the track names to transfer across (yay!) but did
not carry across scene and take info or source timecode
(boo!). Also, the OMF renumbered all the tracks as
odd (1, 3, 5, 7, 9) and named the stereo music track as
11L/11R. If source TC, scene, and take info isn’t that
vital to you achieving the desired mix, this may be the way
to go since it will retain original clip names.
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AAF – NO MONO BREAKOUT: I thought this would

allow the original files to be referenced, which would,
by default, contain all the metadata I wanted. However,
given the “Pro Tools does not support import of AAF/
OMF references to multi-channel audio files” warning,
it didn’t. Instead, it resulted in four missing files that I
had to re-link by name only (they wouldn’t link to other
parameters). The missing files were those that were part
of interleaved files such as the stereo music and my poly
WAV. Channels 2-4 of the poly WAV were, instead,
replaced with channel one and it didn’t link the right channel of the stereo music file at all (see Fig._06).

FIELD RECORDER WORKFLOW…

I wanted to mimic retaining the original clip names and
metadata that would come from the production sound
mixers. This information is how dailies are assembled
allowing dialogue editors to have the ability to ensure
the optimal mics are chosen for each scene prior to the
dub. I used the AAFs and followed the Field Recorder
Workflow in Pro Tools to re-associate the original files
to the Premiere AAF. As you’ll see, some funky stuff
resulted here (see Fig._08).
I renamed the first track “Guide”—which was my original “MonoMix” track. After pointing to the folder with my
original source audio (containing my mono mix and poly
WAV—I didn’t worry about the music track here), the
Field Recorder Workflow matched things back correctly.
However, it ALSO created duplicate tracks with the clip
names the same as the original video file (what the original
AAF named the tracks). And those duplicated tracks listed
the source timecode with a +10 second offset.

Fig._07: Embedded AAF import results

I also exported an embedded AAF to see what would
result. As you can see in Fig._07, it passed the correct
audio, but named ALL the files the same as the channel
one file in Premiere. It also didn’t pass channel, scene,
take or source TC info. The audio is correct, though!

“

This information is how dailies are
assembled allowing dialogue editors
to have the ability to ensure the
optimal mics are chosen for each
scene prior to the dub.

”

Fig._08: Field Recorder Workflow results

In Fig._08, you should be able to see the “1234_LCRS”
clips as having a source start TC of 01:00:03:18, whereas
the duplicate “Premiere_Test…” clips have a source start
TC of 01:00:13:18. Holy head-scratcher, Batman!
CAS QUARTERLY
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CLIP AND VOLUME INFO…

I have read of issues with Premiere’s volume automation
and clip gain translating inaccurately in AAFs. Given that
the general directors’ and producers’ visions of the sound
are often communicated through the picture editor’s guide
tracks, volume automation and clip gain are very important
to the post audio process. I ran a couple of exports to see
where there may be limitations. These included versions
with: only volume adjusts, only clip gain adjusts, and a
combination of volume and clip gain adjusts.

CLIP GAIN ONLY ADJUSTMENTS

I found that, basically, if your editor is adjusting levels
solely with clip gain, there’s a +12 dB translation cap—
even though you can apply more than that in Premiere
and up to 36 dB in Pro Tools.
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Fig._09: AAF clip gain translation results
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In Fig._09, I applied 0 dB, +3 dB, +9 dB, and +14
dB of clip gain in Premiere to tracks 1-4. The top three
clips translated this info accurately. The bottom clip,
with 14 dB of clip gain, translated with just +12 dB
of gain.

KEYFRAME ONLY AND CLIP/KEYFRAME
COMBINATION ADJUSTMENTS

In a NLE, such as Premiere, keyframes tell the software
when to apply a change. For those of us working in a
DAW, such as Pro Tools, these are the equivalent of the
“dots” or “breakpoints” you see in the volume display
when writing automation. Picture editors can apply keyframe automation in addition to clip gain—much like we
can on the audio side.

Fig._10: AAF clip and volume translation results

For the following, refer to Fig._10 which shows volume
and clip gain info. All four tracks had the same volume
(keyframe) automation in Premiere with my maximum
volume (keyframe) level adjustment being +3.5 dB.
The track with only keyframe adjustments (top blue
track) translated fine—as there is a +12 dB volume limit
in Premiere. Rides were at the same level and position as
in the sequence.
I applied a global 3 dB of clip gain across the clips on the
green track (which, again, also has the same volume rides
as track one) and the translation was interesting. The clips
that did not have any keyframe automation (the first two
small clips that aren’t zoomed in on) came across with 3 dB
of clip gain. Once volume automation was introduced on a
clip, the clip gain value changed to zero (unity), but the dB
value of the clip gain (+3 dB in this case) was added to the
volume reading. For instance, a volume ride of 3.5 dB on a
clip that also had 3 dB of clip gain in Premiere translated
as a volume ride of 6.5 dB with zero (unity) clip gain. The
same total dB level but gain staged differently.

Wanting to see what happened if the total dB value
(clip + automation) exceeded 12 dB, I applied 9 dB of
clip gain across the clips on the purple track. Remember,
my max volume automation level was +3.5 dB for all of
these tests. Things stayed consistent until the +3.5 dB
keyframe—yielding a max volume level of +12 dB—
though it would output +12.5 dB in Premiere. After
that, for all the keyframes that were +3 dB or lower,
automation translated accurately by adding 9 dB of gain
to the original volume automation.
I then did the same thing but with a total of 14 dB of
clip gain to track four. Levels were largely skewed and were
frequently capped at +12 dB as the total volume often
exceeded the assumed 12 dB max gain (even on the two
short clips at the beginning).
My takeaway from
this is that there is
a 12 dB total maximum amount of boost
that can be applied to
a clip if you want it
to translate accurately.
If retaining the levels
heard in the edit suite
is a priority, you’ll want
to make the picture
editor aware of this
limitation—though
they may not always
want to do dB math
while editing!

CONCLUSION…

While inquiries were
made to Adobe in hopes of finding solutions, no
responses have yet to be received and a search of online
forums serving the software yielded no solutions to these
issues. In the meantime, as more and more projects edit in
Premiere, we may need to create workarounds and unique
workflows, as well as pick and choose what information
is most important for us to efficiently complete our
projects in audio post.

SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL READING…

April Tucker CAS discusses “Common Audio Issues with
Premiere” on her blog at: www.ProAudioGirl.com (This
particular blog is easily accessible on the home page under
“Featured Posts”). April discusses a couple issues, along
with solutions for some problems, including distorted/
garbage audio when exporting embedded AAFs; corrupt/
missing tracks if the sequence contains nested clips;
inability to export with transition effects; and pointing to
multi-channel audio files when linking to source media.
It’s definitely worth the read.•
CAS QUARTERLY
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THE CAS WIRING CLINIC

The art of wiring actors is a valuable skill in production
sound today. But how can people learn to do it?
by Chris Newman CAS
On Saturday, April 14, the Cinema Audio Society co-hosted a
wiring clinic in conjunction with the School of Visual Arts (SVA)
and Gotham Sound. Conducted by Christopher Newman CAS
and Peter Schneider, founder and co-owner of Gotham Sound,
the clinic featured production sound professionals Jeanne
Gilliland, Kira Smith, Julian Townsend, Patrushkha Mierzwa,
Julie Stalker-Wilde, and Varyana Galdamez demonstrating how
to effectively hide wireless microphones and transmitters while
capturing sound. Capping off the event, audience members split
into groups and took turns wiring actors. The event was held
in the amphitheater at SVA and had more than 150 attendees.
Chris Newman, co-host of the event, tells us more:
Peter Schneider and I decided it was time to put on a workshop
in New York City to teach people how to wire. We ran the
idea by Mark Ulano CAS. He suggested that the CAS sponsor
the event, along with Gotham Sound and the School of Visual
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Arts. Then we threw the workshop open to the world: to
students from SVA, NYU, and Columbia University to
Local 52 members, their families and friends, and to the
general public by way of the internet and Facebook. The
theater at SVA was filled to capacity.
Six wonderful professional boom operators took
part in the show: Julian Townsend, Julie Stalker-Wilde,
Patrushkha Mierzwa, Kira Smith, Jeanne Gilliland, and
Varyana Galdamez. (Most of them had worked the week
before participating in the workshop. Julian Townsend
worked all night Friday and then came to the workshop on
Saturday to participate!)
The boom operators demonstrated how to wire actors
in a variety of situations. They wired actors in different
wardrobes, in head scarves, and they put mics in the actors’
hair. The audience could see the wiring very clearly because
there were video cameras connected to a huge screen and
five SVA camera people shooting the event. As the boom
operators demonstrated their techniques, the cameras shot
close-ups that appeared on the screen.
Then the audience divided up so that each boom
operator had a group of 20 to 30 people. The people in
the groups got a chance to try out the techniques they’d
just learned. They were able to use different kinds of
microphones and professional wiring accessories provided
by Gotham Sound. They also had a chance to interact
with professional actors. We recorded the entire event:
Julian Townsend recorded the audio and Peter Schneider
recorded the video.

I’m a big believer in “Discovery Learning.” I believe that
we learn best when we get to try things hands-on. We learn
most thoroughly when we make mistakes and find our
way past our mistakes to workable solutions. The wiring
workshop permitted many people to do this very thing.
With the cooperation of our wonderful boom people,
Peter Schneider and his technicians, Mark Ulano and
the CAS, the SVA staff and students, and four terrific
professional actors, many people in New York City learned
a great deal and had a terrific time while they learned.
You can find a full gallery of the event here:
http://cinemaaudiosociety.org/wiring-clinic-nyc/
Stay tuned to email announcements, webpage postings,
and CAS Quarterly announcements to stay abreast of future
events. •
CAS QUARTERLY
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Case Study: The Production

O

Sound of Venom

n October 5, Sony Pictures will release Venom, a film based on
the Marvel Comics character introduced in The Amazing Spider-Man
comics in the late ’80s. The film will star Tom Hardy as both Eddie
Brock—a man who is victim of an evil alien symbiote, Venom—and the voice
of Venom himself. The alien’s influence can be heard in the mind of Eddie
throughout the film as he embarks on an internal struggle for dominance of
his own existence. It is imperative in this storyline for the dialogue exchanges
between both Venom and Eddie Brock to feel organic and intimate but also
for the voice of Eddie and the voice of Venom to remain two distinctive,
identifiable characters and performances.
Michael B. “Koffy” Koff CAS, production mixer on the project, tells
us about the unique workflow required to pull off this feat.

Michael “Koffy” Koff CAS mixing out of the trailer

Venom photos by Frank Masi ©2017 CTMG

by Karol Urban CAS MPSE

Did you know right away that this
story concept would require a
custom approach?

When I first read the script for Venom, I knew it was going
to be unique for sound. So much of the storyline happens
between our lead, Tom Hardy, and an invisible creature,
called a symbiote, living inside him. I knew from the
get-go, we would use an earwig system and, at this point,
all I knew about Tom was that he was “particular” and
“professional.”

How did you prepare on preshoot days to develop the
logistics of this workflow?

I had a couple meetings with director Ruben Fleischer to
get his opinions and to see if he wanted the workflow to
go a certain way. He basically left it up to me to figure
out how to make it work technically … which is how I like
it. I wanted to employ a Pro Tools playback operator for
the days Venom would play, roughly 40 days in total, and
have the sound department cue all of Venom’s lines—
basically setting the flow of each scene and allowing as
many overlaps or pauses or ad-libs as the talent wanted.
To test the workflow, I set up the VO booth in my
sound trailer and brought down a new, young playback
operator in Atlanta named Patrick Anderson. I told
Patrick I would play Tom/Venom and read the script
pages in the booth. Then I would send it through my cart
and out to Patrick’s Pro Tools rig.
At this point, Patrick would have some time to cut all
of Venom’s lines and create individual files for playback
markers. Once he was ready, I put the earwig in my ear
and went back into the booth and did the same scene,
allowing Patrick to feed the Venom dialogue. I put him
through the ringer for this test … not only to see if he
could handle it, this would be his first project, but also
to make sure the workflow I would present to Ruben and
Tom was tested and approved.
Simply put, by the end of my session with Patrick, I was
confident in how I wanted to proceed … but Tom had a
different idea.
My first meeting with Tom was to discuss ideas and
have a little test session. My cart, as well as Patrick’s, were
set up in a small office with Tom and Ruben to flesh
things out. Tom immediately came in and said the way
he wanted to do it. [His plan] was to record the entire
scene through and basically just mute out Eddie Brock
(Tom’s character). He said he would base the timing of
his character on Venom in his ear, and to just play from
the top of the scene.

CAS QUARTERLY
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“

Tom had such confidence in us that after a couple weeks on
set, he would lay down the tracks and leave it up to us to hit
the timing of Venom. This gave us creative freedom the sound
department rarely gets to experience.

”

Boom operator Ian Bender
bundles up for another
Atlanta winter night.
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Director Ruben Fleischer on the set of Venom.

What was your main
concern with this
method?

This seemed a bit strange, as
it wouldn’t allow any creative
changes to the scene. Regardless,
we tried it a few times and never
got past 10 seconds in the scene
before timing or overlaps would
occur. It was at this point, I asked
Tom if we could try it with us
being Venom and running the
cues, deciding the timing. Tom
was a bit reluctant at first, but
with Ruben’s full support, we ran
it through the way we rehearsed
in the trailer test. We did it once,
all the way through a three-page
dynamic scene. Immediately after,
Tom put down his headphones
and gave me the biggest bear hug.

that after a couple weeks on
set, he would lay down the
tracks and leave it up to us
to hit the timing of Venom.
This gave us creative freedom
the sound department rarely
gets to experience. As everyone
got more confident, Patrick
started playing around with
Pro Tools effects to create a
cool, raspy, alienated voice for
Venom.

Tom Hardy, who plays both Eddie Brock and Venom

That’s fantastic. Did this help build
a closer alliance on set between
the sound department and talent?

From that moment forward, the relationship between Tom,
Ruben, and the sound department was sealed. I could now
justify to producers the need for a playback operator for
40+ days. We got into the groove after about a week of
tests with Tom, playing with different ideas for timing in
some of the bigger Venom-related scenes.
We all knew things would change before actually
shooting these scenes, so we opted
not to prerecord anything other
than the first week’s work, which
would happen on stage.
The routine we [then] adapted
was this: Every morning, Tom
would come to the set and do
a closed blocking rehearsal. After
opening it up for marking rehearsal,
Tom would come to us and run
the entire scene … sometimes in
my trailer, sometimes in his, [or]
sometimes in a dark quiet corner
of the set before heading into the
works. This would allow us time to
set up the cues and test it a couple
times with Patrick and I.
Tom had such confidence in us

So you got to play
with a bit of sound
design creating,
essentially, a temp
treatment for
Venom?

Tom had fun with it, requesting
different sound effects on the fly, which would keep us on
our toes. The coolest part of this work environment was
the relationship and reliance between our talent and the
sound department.

Tell me about your cart? Did you
employ any special tech in your
rig for this production?

My equipment setup is a Sound Devices 970 primary
recorder with 788T backup, a couple venues, and the
console is a Midas M32R. Usually, I keep the standard mix
track on track one with ISOs
on tracks 2-16 or however
many tracks are needed.
However,
after
some
discussion with editorial, the
studio wanted Venom in the
dailies. I created two mixes on
the 970. Track one was the mix
WITH Venom and track two
was the mix without Venom.
Because Venom didn’t play
every day, this would allow
post to always carry over track
one for dailies, and a clean ISO
of Venom was always on track
16.

The main cart setup consists of two venue racks,
Sound Devices 970, IFBT4 for Koffy’s crew.

“

Tom had fun with it,
requesting different
sound effects on
the fly, which would
keep us on our
toes. The coolest
part of this work
environment was
the relationship and
reliance between
our talent and the
sound department.

”

Koffy in the bowels of the Venom stage

What about ad-libs for Venom?
Since Hardy played both voices,
was there ever a situation where
he wanted to add a line or the
director wanted to try something
from Venom’s side?

Often Tom would want to drop in a Venom line as
cameras were resetting back to one in the middle of a
scene. My boom operator, Ian Bender, would often put the
mic in frame so they wouldn’t call action,
so Tom could quickly drop in a line for
Venom. When the boom rises above frame,
action is called, and by the time the Venom
line plays in the scene, Patrick would have
it cued into the earwig. It was really an
exciting workflow.

So, you two got really
very efficient. It sounds
like you run in a welloiled crew. Where did
you shoot and were you
able to keep the same
crew in all locations?

We shot Venom primarily in Atlanta with the
last week in San Francisco. I’ve been lucky
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enough to keep my crew [consistent] for the last few
years. Ian Bender is on boom and John Harton as utility.
They consistently knock it out of the park.

We are looking forward to seeing the fruits of your and your
team’s labors in theaters soon when Venom is released in
October. Congratulations on adroitly using collaboration and
technical innovation to achieve expert results. You make our
Society proud.•

Venom sound crew (from left): John Harton, utility, Ian Bender, boom operator,
Tom Hardy, Michael Koff CAS, production mixer, and Patrick Anderson, Pro Tools
playback operator (in San Francisco at the end of shooting).
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Tech Review:
Audio Limited
A10 for Wireless Boom
b y D e vendr a Cl ear y CAS

I

set out to demo the new
Audio Ltd. A10 system
with the specific intent on
testing it for my own use
as a wireless boom set. For
purposes of this review, I intend
to keep to that specific theme.
My opinions and thoughts could
be applied to its implementations
as a talent body mic as well but,
keeping on point as an unboxing
of a wireless boom option, I think
Audio Ltd. may have potentially,
unintentionally stumbled upon an
underserved market for wireless
boom systems with our options
being a hodgepodge of multiple
devices, heavy devices, overkill
devices and, lastly, items not
intended or designed for this
purpose. This elegant solution
may have had wireless boom as an
afterthought, but maybe not. Either way, upon first
glance—I’m impressed.

WIRELESS BOOM IS A “THING”
Most bodypack transmitters don’t feature 48 volt
phantom power, much less a balanced input. They
usually have lavaliere specific inputs with a confusing
hi-Z wiring scheme. In the early days of wireless
boom experimentation/implementation, we would
just Velcro a bodypack transmitter to a portable
battery-powered 48 volt phantom power supply. We’d
then cram these components into some sort of beltworn bag. This is what I meant by hodgepodge. This
rig required multiple battery changes, was susceptible
to RF interference and pigtail cable failure; and would
also utilize a mic preamp that was not necessarily
intended for non-lavaliere-style mics. With all of that

Using the boom
pole mount

A10-TX

said, production sound mixers
still managed to tweak this and
find a reasonable gain staging
scheme to make something like
this sound decent. But if that
sounds like a compromise, it
was. Dynamic range limitations
were the main deterrent and
continue to be in the option
discussed below.
Then
enter
the
implementation of plug-on
or “butt-plug” transmitters. I
loathe calling them that, even
though I will say most in the
industry refer to them under
that horrendous nickname. This
has become a fairly common
solution once wireless boom
as a “thing” caught
on and became, not
only mainstream, but
so widespread that I
didn’t know anyone
not doing wireless
boom
(possibly
some just most
of the time). This
solution is at least
consolidating; one
device that provides
phantom power and
is typically robust
in build quality and
sound quality. Also,
it’s designed for nonlavaliere microphones.
The main challenge
with some of these
devices is that they
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lack an external antenna. The
experience, I’m here to tell you
antenna of Lectrosonics HMAs
that microphone end mounted
are integrated into the chassis of
wireless boom technology is in
the unit somehow (my typical
demand and here to stay.
A10-RX receiver with XLR and
non-engineer assessment), but I
power connections adapter
know from practical experience,
UNBOXING
they seem to lack range when
clipped to the boom operator’s
Enter the Audio Ltd. A10
body/water sack/RF sucker.
Digital Wireless System that
A new and innovative solution
features a lightweight yet
to this problem is a trending
robust transmitter with RF
technique among production
power settings of 50 mW
mixers to rig the plug-on
and 100 mW, a high-quality
transmitter to the microphone
mic preamp, 48 volt phantom
end of the boom pole. This solves
power, and a smooth limiter. This
two major issues: first, the RF issue.
system also features a two-channel
The transmitter is now in the most
slot-mounted receiver featuring
ideal space you could ask for in an
super wideband UHF tuning with
RF system. High up in free air and
a range of more than 224 MHz
unobstructed by the human body.
(470 MHz-694 MHz, 470 MHzAnd second, the issue of internal
608 MHz for the US market).
boom cable noise. Coiled cables
This style receiver is very popular
are the worst and straight cables
for its small form factor, camera
aren’t much better. So there you
slot design, and Sound Devices
go! Problems solved right? Not
SuperSlot design. Sound Devices/
so fast! The extra weight at that
Audio Ltd. is also releasing a
end of the boom pole can be a
four-slot (eight-channel) singleRecording with the MixPre-6
problem for boom operators.
space rack mount unit that
Many production mixers just
integrates analog or AES
impose this as policy as the
signals from any slot receiver
answer for that conflict. I’ve
to either analog XLR outputs,
debated doing just that but,
AES outputs, or its Dante
honestly, boom operators are
stream! Huge leap forward!
the knights in shining armor
I’m literally designing my
in the production sound
next sound cart around this
world. They literally put that
innovation/revelation!
microphone in the sweet spot
Let’s dive into my tests.
that production mixers get
As I unboxed the transmitter
to take credit for. So, what I
and
mounted it onto the boom
Using the A10
did when I implemented this
bracket,
I noticed that it’s very
remote app
plug-on wireless boom into
well designed with a 3/8-inch
my workflow was I gave each
hole to mount to the mic end
and every one of my boom
of the boom pole, a rubber
operators the choice to either
pad to keep from scratching
use this system or not. Scott LaRue, given that option,
the finish on the transmitter, and locking tabs for the clip to
switched back to his straight-cabled boom pole one day
ensure the transmitter’s security to its mounting position.
when he had to fly the heavy Rycote zeppelin outside. Fine,
Very well thought out and engineered accessory. I noticed
lighten your pole weight and switch to having the plug-on
the transmitter is mounted upside down with the antenna
transmitter on your belt today. Two shots later, he switched
pointed down the pole and the display oriented opposite how
back to my system citing how he missed the ease of the
you would view it if rigged as a bodypack. I already had my
non-cabled boom pole. So with all of this practical on-set
first note prepared: “You should make the display orientation
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swappable so the boom operator
can see what they’re adjusting when
mounted.” Well, that was already an
option. Smarty pants engineers! I
also like how the battery polarity is
“idiot-proofed” to display a big-red
plus sign to signify positive at that
end of the battery compartment.
Speaking of batteries; two fresh
AA Energizer lithium batteries
lasted about five hours with the
battery warning flashing for the
last 30-45 minutes of continuous
operation. Not too bad considering
it’s providing phantom power to a
Schoeps MiniCMIT. That’ll get to
about lunch if they don’t call “grace.” That’s what I expected,
given the demands of this kind of current draw.
These transmitters feature a Bluetooth remote app for
iOS and Android. You can view transmitter battery levels,
enter or exit sleep mode, gain control, low-frequency cut,
RF power level, frequency select, etc.
I found Bluetooth to be a very wise
choice for this type of control. No need
for dweedle tones that must be close
to the microphone of the individual
transmitter, and no proprietary wireless
protocols more than 2.4 GHz. The
range is typical of any Bluetooth device
pairing. It would be amazing if the
Bluetooth range was in line with the
range of the RF link, but that may
not be possible at this point. But it’s
totally within range if the mixing cart
is near the boom operator; otherwise,
equipping the boom operator with the
app may be all you need to get the job
done. And speaking of range…

“My primary investigation was
all about range. We all know that
Audio Limited has a reputation for
excellent sound quality but how’s
the range? My overall satisfaction
with the A10 system was high. I was
surprised with how well the system
held up, especially since it was
only transmitting at a maximum
of 50 mW. It is my ‘non-engineer’
understanding that, although the
output may be lower than some other
transmitters, since it is transmitting
all digital information, it takes less
energy to get a signal just as far as
a non-digital transmitter. Shall we
say, more bang for your ‘buck’ (or ‘milliwatt’)?
“What we were primarily investigating is how the range
compares with a Lectrosonics SMQV to an SRc with whips
and with a directional antenna (for this test, we used an RF
Venue Diversity Fin). We wanted to be as scientific as we

RF RANGE
All of these tests were done with just the
standard-included SMA whip antennas
at my office space walking reasonable
distances away. When integrated into
most cart systems, they will have
either passive and powered antenna
distribution, with one’s favorite log periodic dipole array,
omni dipoles, or helical antennas. Caleb Mose and Danny
Maurer did some in-depth range tests with the A10 system.
Danny’s thoughts:

Path taken during Caleb Mose and Danny Maurer’s stress test

could; controlling variables and keeping things consistent all
while trying to stress test the system as best as we could. The
environment we were testing everything in was less than ideal,
mainly in a non-line-of-sight situation. We had the receiver
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“

These transmitters feature a Bluetooth remote app for iOS and Android.
You can view transmitter battery levels, enter or exit sleep mode, gain
control, low-frequency cut, RF power level, frequency select, etc. I found
Bluetooth to be a very wise choice for this type of control.

plugged into a cart that was in a driveway, and the walk test
was down a street past several RF troublemakers like houses,
cars, and the big one: around a raised hill which was around
a slight bend (see image). When we tested with the Diversity
Fin, it was about seven feet in the air, not as high as we all
normally like, but good for this stress test.
“The A10 system performed comparatively in the 50 mW
and 100 mW settings of the SMQV. This was true with
both the whips and the Diversity Fin. The range on the A10
system improved proportionally with the Lectrosonics system.
It’s true that the Lectrosonics 250 mW setting certainly
outperformed the A10 system, but not by much. I’d say it only
gave us an extra 50 feet. Now, sometimes that extra 50 feet is
all you need, so it wouldn’t hurt to get a higher transmission
power on the next generation of these transmitters, but for a
Version 1, I’d say I’m more than satisfied.”

BUT HOW DOES IT SOUND?
As our equipment advances and simplifies, gain staging
continues to be one of the paint-palette-style quality choices
that make our sound recording styles unique. Many stay to the
recommended spec-oriented gain stages of having full output
of a receiver dictate the structure of the gain chain both before
it and after it. I’ve abided by this, as well as rebelled against
this depending on the audio system being used. For the
purposes of these tests, I was feeding the A10 receiver into a
Sound Devices MixPre-6, and then later, a Yamaha 01V96i.
Gain staging on both of these systems is starkly different
in my workflow, but I was able to find
common ground with the transmitter
gain setting and sound shape by
adjusting the output of the receiver on
each separate system. I’m always after
signal-to-noise ratio without stressing
the limiter out. Perfect world right? I
found that a setting of 46 dB on the
transmitter was the ticket. I found my
ears liked 36 dB initially, but this was
the lowest gain setting without engaging
the -20 dB pad which I preferred not
to do. So in going with 46 dB, I’d have
some room to go down when needed.
For subtle gain adjustments when
recording dialogue, I’d prefer to
have an unpadded spot to land with
minimal system noise. This setting on
the transmitter caused a bit of a trim

”

decrease to about “10” on the Sound Devices MixPre (versus
when using a Lectrosonics HMa to a SRc receiver) when
being fed full output from the A10 receiver. This balanced
out just right to my ears and I remained committed to 46 dB
as my default transmitter setting (for now). When listening
through my Yamaha 01V96i system, this gain stage choice
translated to setting the A10 receiver to -10 instead of full
output, but going into an unpadded mic level input of the
Yamaha. I realize this was kind of hot, but I liked it. I A/B’d
the sound with the same Schoeps MiniCMIT microphone
compared to a Lectrosonics HMa set to 20. The sound
quality of both systems was very good. I could not really
discern the two in this test of my own voice, but I decided
that when putting the limiter through the paces (by yelling
really loudly, and then again applying my non-engineer
assessment) that the Audio Ltd. sounded smoother to my
ears with a less noticeable attack and release. So, short answer:
This system sounds really great!

CONCLUSION
These units price out similarly to other brand’s offerings. It
is about $2,200 for the dual receiver, and possibly just over
$1,300 for each transmitter. If you are using this system for
wireless boom, you will need the brackets for $65 each and
the pigtail adapter featuring low-profile XLR to LEMO for
$95 each. With tax, you’ll spend about $6,000 for two highquality wireless channels. By July 9, the firmware version
2.0 will be available (among other features not announced
yet when this article was written) with a
powerful new feature that includes built-in
recording and timecode generation on the
A10-TX wireless transmitters. So, when
using this system as a wireless boom rig,
you’ll have that iso track backed up on an
SD card stamped with SMPTE timecode!
If you have not delved into wireless boom
yet, this system would be a lucky first shot.
It’s all figured out and it sounds great!
The receiver system with its slot design
would integrate into many people’s setups and the transmitter is comparatively
lightweight and robust.
A special thanks to Location Sound
Corporation in North Hollywood for
providing the loaner. I can’t wait to plug
this system in permanently. •

Koichi “Ken” Miura

VETERAN/PRODUCTION SOUND MIXER/EDUCATOR

For more than 40 years, Ken Miura inspired countless young
minds with his work as an audio professor for the University of
Southern California (USC). He has influenced and helped to
shape the minds and hearts of many of today’s most successful professionals.
A San Diego-born native Californian, Ken’s life was an incredible journey of resilience and strength.
Ken and his family were among the approximately 110,000 people of Japanese ancestry who were
relocated to internment camps in the 1940s. Released in 1945, his family’s residence had been tended
to by a friend who allowed them the rare gift of returning home. Nevertheless, after this exceptionally
difficult period, Ken enlisted in the Army and served two years in the Army Signal Corps under Gen.
MacArthur in Japan where he lent his language skills of Japanese to the war effort. It was here that
Ken first learned how to operate a camera. At the young age of 19, Ken attended USC on the GI Bill.
In 1952, he began his career as a sound mixer at CineSound. And on February 6, 1956, he began
sharing his love of sound as a staff member at USC.
Beloved father of Lisa (Tom) Thompson and Karen Miura-Conklin; grandfather of Tyler and Dylan
Thompson, Malia and Alana Conklin; he is also survived by many nieces, nephews, and other relatives.
Ken joins his beloved wife Mary Jane Miura who passed in 1999.
Ken Miura’s legacy lives on not only in his relatives, but in the hearts of his vast extended family of
students, professors, and professionals.
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THE CAS SUMMER SCREENING SERIES:

Being There
by Karol Urban CAS MPSE

On Saturday, June 2, the Cinema Audio Society held
its very first film screening in our Summer Screening
Series. We featured the 1979 classic Being There.
The celebrated film won an Oscar and a BAFTA in 1980, as
well as numerous other awards. The comic societal commentary
was directed by Hal Ashby. The story centers on a sheltered
innocent gardener who, through a series of random events,
unconsciously stumbles into becoming a national political
and business advisor, as well as winning the heart and love of
a beautiful woman and the social elite. It was attended by a
full audience at the RealD Theater in Beverly Hills. The CAS
hosted a reception prior to the event and, after the screening,
a Q&A with picture editor Don Zimmerman and production
sound mixer Jeff Wexler CAS took place, moderated by David
Bondelevitch CAS MPSE.
View the Q&A here:
http://cinemaaudiosociety.org/cas-screening-series-being-there/
As this Quarterly went to press, the second in the series took place;
a previously unseen and heard 4K Dolby Atmos version of the
1999 multiple Academy Award-winning film The Matrix. This
screening took place at the Television Academy’s Saban Theatre
in North Hollywood on July 14.
Invitations for future screenings will be emailed and updates to
the series will be posted here:
http://cinemaaudiosociety.org/category/2018-screening-series/

David Bondelevitch CAS MPSE, moderator,
Jeff Wexler CAS, production sound mixer,
and Don Zimmerman, picture editor, discuss
the film.
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CINE GEAR
EXPO &
INFOCOMM

I

had not been to Cine Gear in over a decade.
The last few times I had gone, it was very
small, and did not have many sound vendors. I was quite surprised to see how huge
it has become, taking over all of the New
York City street exteriors at Paramount, as
well as two soundstages and the exterior water
tank. It took me two full days to walk through.
Previously, it had only taken a few hours. This
year, more than 16,000 people attended.
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by David Bondelevitch CAS MPSE

It is still overwhelming how many vendors represent the video,
camera, and lighting communities, but there were just enough sound
vendors there to make it worthwhile. And unlike NAMM and NAB,
this conference is small enough that you can find the time to talk
with any vendors you wish.
The show itself gives technical awards. The winner for Sound
Technology was Rode Microphones for the NT-SF1 360 Ambisonic
Microphone Array; Inventor/Designer: Peter Freedman and Pieter
Schillebeeckx. This appealing mic will sell for under $1,000.
Glyph Technologies showed several of their SSD portable drives,
including the 10TB Blackbox Pro 7200 rpm USB-C drive. If you are
looking for a drive that can fit in your pocket, the 2TB Atom USB-C
External SSD looks great. If you need RAID drives, the Atom RAID
4TB would be appropriate.

Glyph Technologies
Blackbox Pro
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Lectrosonics did not show any new items but displayed
the DUET in-ear monitoring system (with stereo
broadcast). They also showed their SMWB and SMDWB
transmitters.

I had never been to the InfoComm conference
before, but I had heard good things from previous

attendees, and the timing was right after Cine Gear,
so I stopped in on Media Day. Although the show is
primarily for corporate A/V, there is enough cross-over
that several film and TV companies were present. This
year, there were 44,000 attendees.
DPA and Lectrosonics held a full-day Master Class
the day before the exhibits opened. Kelly Fair from
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Lectrosonics presented his Master Class on FCC
Re-Pack, Frequency Coordination, Antenna Systems
& Antenna Usage and a brief Product Overview. Eric
Stahlhammer from DPA presented a Master Class on
Microphone Technology for High Performance Venues.
Sennheiser announced that its wireless microphone
systems, such as the new evolution wireless G4,
SpeechLine Digital Wireless, Digital 6000, and Digital
9000 are now compatible with Audinate’s Dante Domain
Manager (DDM). The upgrade is free of charge via
firmware updates to Sennheiser’s SL DI 4 XLR Dante
interface, the EM 6000 Dante microphone receiver,
and EM 9046 DAN Dante card for the Digital 9000
wireless microphone system.

Focusrite announced the launch of its second
generation of Scarlett USB audio interfaces. The
second generation of Scarlett USB audio interfaces has
several improvements, including delivering faster USB,
with roundtrip latency measurements as low as 2.7 ms.
The controls are now metal, giving the units a more
solid feel. It also features a new gain structure, and the
instrument input has also been completely redesigned
with increased headroom so it can handle even seriously
hot guitar pickups. The Scarlett range also now operates
at sample rates up to 192 kHz.

the Audio-Technica 3000 Series UHF wireless systems.
The 3000 Series offer new improvements. The 3000
Series systems have an operating range of 300 feet
and are available in two frequency bands—DE2 (470
MHz–530 MHz) and EE1 (530 MHz–590 MHz)—
that provide a 60 MHz tuning range—more than twice
that offered by the previous 3000 Series models. The
transmitters have a multifunction button that can be
set to switch to a backup frequency in the event of
unexpected interference.•

Mix magazine and Pro Sound News, the Pro Audio Group
of Future US, announced their “Best of Show Award”
winners for InfoComm 2018. Among the winners were
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PROTECTING OUR MOST
VALUABLE TOOL:

OUR EARS
by Edward L. Moskowitz CAS

Do you remember that fabulous feeling you
experienced when you were on an excursion
and came across a rocky riverbed or stream
and how relaxing it was to sit and listen to
the rushing water?

Much later, having returned home to your regular
routine, that very relaxing sound of rushing water may
have seemed to stay with you. Perhaps you heard it all day
long and you just went about your routine attempting to
ignore it. Maybe you did not become aware of it until the
end of a long, tedious workday. You went out for a meal,
were on your way home and started to hear that rushing
sound again.
There are other reoccurring sounds you may have heard.
Maybe it was a buzzing sound or perhaps even a ringing in
one of your ears or maybe in both of them. You may even
have been able to identify a position of the source. If you
went to an exciting concert or a sporting event, you may
have had the same experience—hearing a ringing in your
ears long after the event was over.
These isolated sounds that you may have heard are
symptomatic of tinnitus and there are many factors that
can contribute to this condition.
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We know how sound levels put us at risk of potentially
damaging our hearing. We are constantly reminded of
the dangers of noise exposure, whether it is by industrial
safety posters or articles in the trade publications or
at trade shows and product events. While we in the
entertainment business do not work on the tarmac at
an airfield constantly being subjected to the 140 dB
of jet engines, as we travel, we are visually aware of
the precautions we see the airfield workers utilizing to
protect themselves.
In our profession, we are also exposed to excessive noise
during our workday. The trends in both production and
post production are for longer workdays. Ten-hour and
12-hour days are now seemingly minimums. We work in
open-field situations and/or need to produce sound levels
to replicate the total theater experience.
Working on production doing location recording
increases some of those potential dangers. Trying to
capture clear and pristine dialogue is our paramount
responsibility. Additionally, new tools added to our
equipment packages often leave us trying to critically
evaluate the quality as to whether it can be manipulated
in post production. Often working outside or in barely
controlled sound circumstances, trying to isolate yourself
from sometimes uncontrollable environments by using
headphones to monitor and evaluate your recordings
becomes a required skill. You often will find the
sound mixer trying to isolate himself from the crowd
of production while staying close enough to remain a
contributing partner.

Our industry encompasses people in film, television,
and music both in post production and production. These
are our careers. These are our jobs. This is our work.
We do what we do because it is our passion. We want to
share that enjoyment and passion with others. But all of
these disciplines include very intensive workloads and are
potentially very stressful. The demands are tough and the
hours can be extreme. We all have to make choices as to
how we can cope.
Long hours and short turnarounds are major concerns
causing many people to suffer from varying degrees of
sleep deprivation. Beyond just being tired, sleep issues can
lead to other well-documented health dangers. There is
the safety factor that arises, whether it is impaired driving
or the fatigue that causes you to raise your volume levels
to better hear all of the nuances of the tracks. Just as
when you attend a loud concert and your hearing seems
to shut itself down to protect itself, your hearing when
you are fatigued will start to produce that same effect. It
can lead to difficulty staying focused on the tasks at hand.
Additionally when you are fatigued, you can endanger
yourself and other crew members around you because of
compromised abilities in judgment.
The danger of sleep issues and the lack of sleep are as
well known in our field as they are in the medical fields.
In fact, it is often the number one issue surrounding
safety in the workplace. Sleep deprivation can lead to heart
problems, respiratory problems and circulatory problems,
and exacerbate vascular issues. Disease of the heart and
blood vessels, as well as emotional stress, can be leading
causes of tinnitus.
But we have many tools at our disposal regarding how to
cope with the demands of our careers. Effectively managing
your sleep habits, diet, and exercise is an important tool we
should utilize to protect our hearing.
There are also physical tools at our disposal. Production
mixers on location typically have to cope with earphones
and there are choices there. There are over-the-ear, on-theear, or in-ear monitors to work with in the field. Most
location mixers become accustomed to their preferred
style and type of monitors and understand the nuances of
that particular system. High-end in-ear monitor systems
often allow for the use of microsonic earplug filters in
varying amounts of attenuation. Utilizing them enables
you to exercise better control over your individual
listening environment.
Tinnitus, which is not a disease but a symptom, is
the hearing of sound when no external sound is present.
Remember that idyllic rushing sound of the rocky riverbed
from your excursion that keeps reoccurring? This is most
probably tinnitus. In our profession, the cause is most

likely nerve damage to the inner ear from loud sustained
noises or perhaps from a trauma to the ear itself caused by
an accidental exposure to a loud blast. Diet, exercise, and
sleep can also have profound effects on this front.
Reducing the effects of and trying to avoid tinnitus is an
important obligation to yourself as a sound professional
and as a protector of your own health. Getting sufficient
sleep on a regular basis is very important. Binge-sleeping
is not as helpful as you may believe—even though it is a
way to recharge. It is not a sustainable or healthy choice.
Monitor and work on keeping your blood pressure in
a healthy range. Relaxation and work breaks, as well as
maintaining a healthy diet and engaging in regular exercise,
help tremendously. Exercise helps to keep your blood
circulating and contributes to your overall state of health.
Try to control your intake of caffeine and nicotine, which
increases your probability of tinnitus and its effects.
Control your exposure to long periods of high sound
pressure levels. There is nothing wrong with going to a
concert and wearing a pair of earplugs with microsonic
filters to help reduce the overall sound pressure levels to
a non-painful level. You can still feel the excitement while
protecting yourself.
Although audiologists can prescribe masking devices to
combat tinnitus and its effects, the image of a professional
sound mixer wearing any kind of assisted listening device
beyond ear protectors can be odd to say the least. We all
know that it is perception that often drives opinion.
Also, when you are working long hours and not getting
adequate breaks and timeouts, many people do not eat
properly and the negative effects can be compounded by
a lack of adequate exercise. What happens next is a very
logical progression. You may start to consume excessive
amounts of caffeine and nicotine to stimulate yourself and
perhaps you start to consume alcohol to relax from the
anxiety and stress. Your meal choices may be comprised
with an excessive amount of comfort foods that are not
recommended for a healthy diet—being filled with fats,
carbs, sugars and salt. Then you may have a few aches
and pains, so you start to consume an excessive amount
of medications such as aspirin or non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs. Challenges may compound into
problematic outcomes from what our doctors refer to as
the critical D&E or diet and exercise! We have external
forces that, at times, make it difficult to control these
factors but, nonetheless, we must control them.
Our ear is the best tool we have. Protect your hearing
by exercising personal control over your environment to
the best of your ability and by making healthy lifestyle
choices. •
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Paul James Zahnley
CAS recently wrapped
Jinn with director
Nijla Mumin, set for
release this fall for
MGM/Orion. He also mixed Survivors
for Anna Fitch and Banker White to air
on PBS/POV this fall. Early 2018, Paul
finished The Impossible Flight, which aired
on PBS/NOVA. And last, Aerial Cities kept
him busy into the new season and is airing
on the Smithsonian Channel.
Tom Hambleton CAS has been quite
busy in the last 18 months completing
three feature docs (score & mix), six
narrative features (scored a couple and
mix on all), four shorts, and scads of
ADR sessions. He also did additional
sound editing and additional re-recording
mixing for some new scenes and reconceived a couple previous scenes on an
Emilia Clarke film, Voice from the Stone,
that was in theaters and now is available
on SVOD. The Nanny, starring Jaime
Murray, is also out on most SVOD platforms. Several films have done extremely
well at festivals and garnered prizes, as
well as distribution, including We Are
Columbine, with survivors telling their
personal stories. For ADR, he’s had inhouse Barkhad Abdi, Ernie Hudson, and
Vanessa Williams. Upcoming this summer, he is scoring an animated short and
sound editing and mixing on a WWI film,
as well as a horror feature.
Larry Benjamin CAS and Kevin Valentine
are now based at Formosa Group. This
summer, they’re mixing Season 4 of Better
Call Saul at Formosa NoHo and a new
series for Amazon called The Romanoffs.
Woody Woodhall CAS has been busy
supervising sound editing and re-recording mixing. He is now into the third
season of Ozzy & Jack’s World Detour
for A&E Network which features the
whole Osbourne clan. He also recently
delivered the first season of Disney’s Fairy
Tale Weddings to Disney. Additionally,
he has delivered the first season of Very
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Cavallari for E!, chronicling Kristin Cavallari,
as she moves her new company to Nashville,
Tennessee. Woody also mixed After Auschwitz,
a documentary feature discussing the lives of
survivors. It was recently released nationally
in theaters. Woody also sound designed and
mixed the documentary feature film American
Relapse, which spotlights the opioid epidemic
in Florida, and explains the perverse incentives between insurers, junkie brokers, and
the addicted. A Viceland series has since been
bought off of the strength of this feature doc.
Finally, Woody is also the producer of a feature documentary entitled Joe Frank: Somewhere
Out There, about Joe Frank, the LA radio icon
and storyteller who recently passed away.

At NBCUniversal Broadcast Sound:

Darryl L. Frank CAS and his team finished working on The Brave for NBC at the
beginning of the year. Then they went onto
Running with the Devil with Nicolas Cage and
Laurence Fishburne, an action film with tons
of locations. Now, they have been summoned
back to a little town in Texas to mix Midnight,
Texas, which is actually in Albuquerque, New
Mexico … Back with all his supernatural
friends for a Season 2. Many thanks to boom
op David Sickles and utility Joe Heise.

Down the hall in BluWave Mix-C, the
Chicago winds are blowing for Pete
Reale and Todd Morrissey CAS with
Chicago Fire Season 7 and Chicago P.D.
Season 6.

Steve Guercio CAS just finished mixing
I See You, a film directed by Adam Randall.
Now, Steve is starting to work on the HBO/
NFL Films series Hard Knocks with the
Cleveland Browns airing this August.
At NBC/Universal Studio Post:
In the Hitchcock Theater, feature mixers
Jon Taylor CAS and Frank Montaño are
wrapping up the mastering for the Universal
release of Skyscraper for director Rawson
Marshall Thurber and supervising sound
editor Per Hallberg. Up next for the team is
First Man for Universal, directed by Academy
Award winner Damien Chazelle. The story
centers around Neil Armstrong’s life and
what led him to be the first man to walk on
the moon.
On Mix 6, Mike Minkler CAS is in the
studio doing the 12-channel IMAX mix and
mastering on Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again.
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BluWave Mix-A team, John Cook CAS
and Bill Freesh CAS, are slated to begin
the fall with The Gifted, The Good Place,
Superstore, Homecoming, and The Kids Are
All Right. Mr. Robot, Whiskey Cavalier, and
Brooklyn Nine-Nine are also set for midseason. Whew…
Across the hall in BluWave, Rusty Smith
and Bob Edmondson CAS will be busy
with the latest Dick Wolf show, The FBI,
this time for CBS. And midseason, they
will be performing an unbelievable job
mixing Unbelievable for Netflix.

In Mix-G, Gregg Watkins CAS and
Derek Marcil CAS will be mixing
Law & Order: SVU for a record-tying
20th season … Wow! Let’s break the
Gunsmoke record of 20 years with a 21st
season for SVU. And when they are not
solving crime, they will be doing some
critical work in the ER for Chicago Med.
Mix 1 has a full slate with mixers Mark
Fleming CAS and Myron Nettinga.
Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. will be returning for
a sixth season and Midnight, Texas will be
spending the night with a second season.
Next, we will be welcoming Dirty John to
the mix for their freshman outing.
Next door in Mix-2, Steve Pederson
and Dan Leahy will be starting Season
2 of Counterpart and segueing right into
Season 2 of Jack Ryan.
Last spring, we welcomed Keith Rogers
CAS and Andy King CAS into the
Uni Family. The boys will be spending
the summer on HBO’s Camping and
Showtime’s Kidding, with Jim Carrey
producing … Somebody Stop Me!

Mix-5 has more than enough to laugh
about with Will & Grace back for Season
2 of its reboot, and Last Man Standing
back for Season 1 of its reboot. With all
this rebooting going on, mixers Peter
Nusbaum CAS and Whitney Purple will
be busy but they still found time to welcome The Cool Kids in for Season 1 and
welcome back Black-ish and Grown-ish for
another successful season.

Julian Howarth), both for New Line. He
also worked a few days of madness on
Westworld (thanks, Geoff & Roger). He
had a few OA days for John Bauman and
just finished Season 2 of the very great
Starz show Counterpart, with my crew from
Season 1: boom ops Dennis Fuller and
Josh Mantlo. 2nd units were kindly being
covered by Kenny Mantlo. Currently, he
and his team are on Apple’s first narrative
project, Are You Sleeping.

After a brief writing hiatus, Devendra
Cleary CAS, Tanya Peel, and Abel Schiro
are back at it for the second half of
Season 1 of Mayans MC. Thanks to Josh
Bower for powering with them on the
boom for the first half of the season.
Also, thanks goes to Devin Golub CAS
for filling in for Devendra and contributing on our second units. In late August,
we will head to a spinoff of The Goldbergs
entitled Schooled, over at Sony. Feeling
blessed to have a busy summer of work,
as well as a summer of trips to Kelowna,
BC, and then Eagle, Colorado, where we
will celebrate with Phillip Palmer CAS
and Jen Lizuka for their wedding! Mazel
Tov!

Joe Earle CAS and Doug Andham CAS
are currently finishing Season 2 of Snowfall
and Season 1 of Pose for the FX Network.
The summer will also include Season 3 of
Insecure for HBO and Season 8 of American
Horror Story.

Brendan Beebe CAS started the year
looking back at the ’80s while finishing the
second season of GLOW for Netflix and
the Fox 21/Hulu pilot Less Than Zero with
Rebecca Chan, Derrick Cloud, and Peter
Olsted as his MVPs on set. His current
assignment is Ryan Murphy’s 9-1-1 Season
2 for FOX Television.
Gavin Fernandes CAS has been juggling. 2018 started with the feature Little
Italy at Technicolor Toronto, then more
HBO Sharp Objects at Premium Sound in
Montreal. April was spent at Nifco for the
the feature An Audience of Chairs, then back
to Montreal for more HBO and MGM’s
The Truth About the Harry Quebert Affair.
Robert Sharman CAS is very thankful
to have been busy since his return from
the UK. He did some reshoots for The
Nun and finished up The Children (thanks,

After last year’s amazing Avengers: Infinity
War, John Pritchett CAS and crew, the
ever-present Dave Roberts on boom and
the first timer to the team, NOLA utility
Jamey Osborne, went to Louisiana to do
another John Lee Hancock picture called
the Highwaymen. It is a new story about
the capture and deaths of the infamous
Bonnie and Clyde. This time centering
on the two Texas Rangers who did it.
Kevin Costner and Woody Harrelson
star. John and Dave, along with Tyler
Blythe will gather later this year to complete Avengers 4.
CAS Associate Rob Disner has been staying busy mixing for television and corporate jobs in Atlanta. He started the
year off on an extended pilot for a new
home improvement show with the working title of Sunshine by Design. After that,
he picked up some days on the NBC show
Caffeine and Octane, as well as covering a
press conference for the PGA’s Masters
Tournament, and mixing the short film
Angels in Rocket Field. He also continues to
work as an A1 for Turner Classic Movies,
recording monthly hosted intros with Ben
Mankiewicz and others.
Philip Perkins CAS completed mixes for
Norman Mineta (PBS) and for the restoration of the 1991 feature film Thousand

Pieces of Gold. He also mixed the music
doc Le Corps Sonore (PBS).
David Barr-Yaffe CAS is currently
finishing Season 1 of Showtime’s Jim
Carrey dramedy series Kidding at Sony.
Then he will be returning to mix
Season 4 of The CW’s musical comedy
Crazy Ex-Girlfriend with Aaron Grice
on the stix and Kelley Ambrow making
cable spaghetti with marinara. He and
his team are proud to announce Jeff
“Z” Zimmerman will be playing with
us on occasion, sharing his playback
expertise and shuffling the Pro Tools
stems.
Besides the commercial field with various companies, James Ridgley CAS
was lucky to get two features. The
first, Magic Lantern, with insane and
hugely creative and sincere, director
Amir Naderi, writer on 99 Homes, and
the recent Fahrenheit 451. And the second, Into the Forest, with a director with
whom I have done several other projects. Cyrus Wymer will be on boom for
both. I also did the Los Angeles portion of End of Sentence with admirable
actor John Hawkes.
Chris Durfy CAS and team have been
hard at work for seven months on the
Netflix prequel/reboot of Jim Henson’s
The Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance. They
have three months left to go, with some
of the biggest scenes to date upcoming!
Who knew a puppet show would end
up being the most complex show of
their career to date? Chris gives thanks
for his team: Comm mixer Rob Piller,
1AS Michael Sinden, 2AS Joseph
Gidley, additional 1AS Howard Peryer
and second unit mixer Simon Bishop.
Also, thanks to Richard Meridith of
Audio Dept. (UK)!

Karol Urban CAS MPSE mixed Bless
This Mess for director Lake Bell and is
prepping to begin mixing the first in a
horror film anthology series called Into
the Dark for HULU.
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Michael Smith CAS went hiking in the Mojave Desert
and Route 66 exploring with his spouse Jesse, before
the sizzle of summer sets in at Amboy Crater in Amboy,
California.
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Chris Durfy CAS maps

out the signal path for puppet recording and comms on
the upcoming Jim Henson’s
The Dark Crystal: Age of
Resistance for Netflix.

Michael “Kearnzey” Kearns, boom operator on the
set of The Handmaid’s Tale, Season 2, Episode 1.
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The A10-TX Transmitter offers audio quality for your boom that's
so good you won’t believe it’s wireless. The A10-TX features:
• Studio-grade mic preamp, 48V phantom, analog limiter
• Built-in recorder and timecode generator
• True balanced mic input with 60 dB of gain
• All digital transmission with no analog RF artifacts

Go wireless without compromise.

Lightweight, secure connection with built-in
RF shielding via A-BOOM & AC-BALXLR accessories
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The new 941 Series.
www.lectrosonics.com/US/cas718

Available now.

Tuning across a nice, clean
spectrum for Part 74 Licensees
941.525 - 951.975 MHz
952.875 - 956.225 MHz
956.475 - 959.825 MHz

Made in the USA by a Bunch of Fanatics

